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'Students Reveal Their-Learning Processes"

First, I want to say that I am deeply honored to be speaking on this first

panel on research dedicated to the memory of Mina Shaughnessy. Her work has en-

hanced

not only, my reaearch but perhaps more importantly my ability to teach
.4

basic writing and to teach others to teach basic writing. The entire composi-

tion teaching saff at San Francisco Statdu I know, joins me in my feelings of
,

,

gratitude tro Mina Shaughnessy.

. Almost a year ago, when L'gave my speech title to Professor Gibson, I ex-
,'

petted to talk abodt the ,coMposing process of calege student writers. However,1

changed my focus slightly during the past year, and so I am thanging the title of

my speech for today to reflect more accurately my topic: "College Students Reveal
A

,Their Learning Proceases.".

Unlike most Composition researchers, I am biased in favor of well designed

experimental research, not the casual experiment that unfortunately has plagued'

our field but an attempt at a careful application of the experimental method.to

test the validity of a model(or to refine a model. Case studies have proved quite

valuable in initial exploratory research in compositionBut I believe 'that in

order to generalize from smsll numbers of cases, we must moVe beyond the cases

' themselves f,o test the models of human behavior that,suchstudies are capable of

1

t

1generatigg. What I am going to present today is my preliminary attegipt to develop

the kind of testable model that I am referring to--a,model that will be derived i
,

A r 4
./from an in-deptil study of a small.nOkiber of cases. .My aim is to:) find out how tbe

irp

co

7
ittvely miture adult learni to, write better, to develop a model of the sta es -

of,growth. of the adqt learner.
9

, Over ttle past several years, Flower and Hayes hith been stildying protoc

,

4

.
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produced by competent adult writers while they ate in the act of composing.
%

Flower and H;yes have used these protocols to develop a mod,e1 of the competent

adult's composing process 'and now are tetling that model against fubure.proto-
.

cols. In much the same way, I have decided to study protoc6ls of adult writers

as they are in the process of becoming better writers. I expect to-'use these pro-
JP

tocols, as well as writing samples and ottler interview dat4,to develop\a model of

the stages of growth tbe thilt learner passes through. This model of growth

should geneiste.hypotheses that will 11e experimentally testable,

My,first Siajor research problem was how to observe students learning. Students

irobably learn in many places, some of them vlosed to fbe investigator, like.the

student's private place of study, and some of them not very good places to view

. individuals in the process of learning, like the'classroomft For example,,one
t ,

impressionable youngster,after, coming home from school his first day, proclaimed
_

FN.

io

that he was never going batk.
2

"What's the use of school:' he said. "I can't tead

and I can't write and the teacher won't even let me talk." The one Place that Is

both open to tbe investigator and a good place to observe students learning is the. ,

individual writing conference wtth a teacher about &paper. Since students and

teachers can converse freely during the conference, I thought it could' be a pro-
. '

ductive place to observe individuals learning. ,However, for one to observe learn-

ing Am the conference, the conference must be carefully designed sb that the student

has the unrestrained opportudipy to volunteer'what she or be 4oesAnd does not know,

to voice his.or her concerns about writing. On page 1 of your hgbdout,you

some of.the conference guidelinps the-one excellent teacher in this litudy used to

open up the conference t9 student talk. 'Such intervention, in the interest of-re-

,
search, I believe, ta pedagogically sound too, for .Ellen Ndld in a discussion Of

the well-structured conference warns against too much teacher talk. In the end, I

found that my conference( seeme4 to yield protocols of learning just as'the Flower

$..
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4nd Hayes writing.sessions have yielded protcVls of the compOSitig process. In
)

order to draT1 any definite conclusions from my protocols Nowev'er, I will vali-

date them with data I have 411ectel from two other squrces: student essays add
4 ,

student-investigator interviews.

My second major research Aorobiem was how to begin analyzing the transcripts

of student-teacher conferences. li.taped four 6onferences during the semester for

, each of 8 students whO were enrolled in the_freshman compos tion kass of the same
_

11.1
exceilent teacher. The conferences were a natural part of t

lt
e course of instKuc-

tion. As I. listened oi/er and over to the tapes of the student-teacher conferences,*

I tried to figure out,how best to'analyze the learning process, how to identify-

specific markers of learning. I gave up Mozart symphonies on my car's tape de k in
4

favor of the less dulcet tones of student-teacher talk. I drove my family to dis7

.traction with the constant invasion of non-musicaltapes.

#

My first goal tor analysis was to create a replicable way to get the most

teresting ptformation frpm the tapes. To create a systeb of analysis, I found it
.

necessary to narrow my focyr to only a few confeiences. I chose.to pay attention to

, four conferences: the first of the semester and the last ofjhe semester for pne of-

the Weaker studepts in the class and for one of thestionger students in the class.
1

Strength and weakness was measured by verbal aptitude scores. .As I listened to these
;

four tapes' and poured over the transcrIpts, what sei0ed moot salient to me in the

1

rfour conferences was_that in a givem'conference each student seemed to have one or

two main concerns that s/he seemed to repeat over .and over again-and that ctincern or

those cbncerns seemed to change as the semes

Inteiestingly, micro analyses of the di

.patients have revealed a similar phenomenon.

their main concern when talking to their pys

.0

ter kogressed.

scourse between psychiatrists and their

Patients repeat over and over again

,

chiatrist.- an the book The First Five-
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Minutes', an entire volume bn five minutes. of dialogue between a patient and a

psychiatrist, Pittenger and his colleagues fouild "a paelegt in a p0,chiatric in-
.

terview will tell.Ehe therapist repeatedly what his troubles are. . . the very

fact of recurrence--except of those patterns shaped by.everibody. in the culture--

renders.a pattern diagnostically significagr, (p.,235). 'And 1.0bov'and-Fanschel,
v

'in their book Therapeutic Discourse: Psychotherapy as Conversation, a book on 15

minutes of ptsychiatrist-patient talk, fou6V recurrent themes too, which they label-

ed propositions and defined as "those general statements which,are said to recur

impliatly or explicitly-in many parts of the session.. These propositions provide

the firm skeleton for the surface that confronts us" (p. 356),

'It seemed particularly interesting to me thaf students in a writing conference-
.

repeat their concerns iibout writing to their teacher in much'the same woy that ale

patient repeats his or her personal concerns to the psychiatrist. UlAst as Oatients

have very serious.concerns, ones.that matter.a much that they repeat them over and

ov r again to4their psychiatrist, so that they are titafn they will be heard;so do
f

dents have very serious concerns about their writing,, ones that matter so much
-

. that they.repeat them over and over.to their teacher. Both the 'patient and the
/

student want help with their problem. ,

,

My first step in formally analyzing the fdur confe'Vence transcripts was to lo-
%

este every occurrence ot every poilsible litudent initiated (that is,not teacher

prompted) concern. And the next step was to calculate,the frequency of occurrence

of each concern,within each conference. The concept or student conctrn proved power,

ful. I found that in each%conference, each student foOsed about 75% of his or het
A

total concern on one or two issues. Other Concerns were ientioned'only once or'

'twige and received generally well under 10% CI the student's focus. And the nature

of the concerns, as well AS the needs of the students 'changed from the firse\to the*

lastseonference. I unist dautibn you that these are only preliminary findings based
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on my analysis. Since one major goal for the analysis scheme is that it be repli-

cable, I will next have,independent coders identify the concerns in the tapes and
410.-

finally will only report what can he corroboratdd., But for now, I will contidu4

with my preliminary findius.from my own formal analysis.
4

jay, the seronger of the two students I studied, Is concerned in his first
1

4.

conference with his.blocked compcising process. He has a great deal of difficulty

getting started, getting ideas that he feels satisfied with. And unless he can

.get good enough.ideas, ideas that according to his judgement are neither 7vague"

nor "redundant," he will not even hand in-hiS work. In his first conference I
i

' found 76% of his men

,i
on of Concern to focus on this network of.categories having

to do with his problems of getting started, problems which.atem from his high stan-

dards for his work. He mentions five other concerns, all of them 'unrelated to this

concern and unrelated to each other. Each takes up from 4 to 8% of his focus.on

concern.

'In her first conference, Cee, the less verbally apt student, mentions 10 con-
1:

corns, with 49% of the menti61.1- focusing on grammar and sentence errors, a concern

quite,unlikeJay's and one Shaughnessy shows typical ofbasic writers. Cee also

Nok
exhibits.a fecopd substantial concern, her general distrust of teachers, foousing

i

1

21% of her
q

entions here. Her other 8 concerns get from 3.t6 9X of her attention.

In thefinal conference of the.semester the concerns of boV students are ,dif- ,

ferent from what they were in the-beginning. Jay never mentions problems getting
,

'117started. He ocuses most of his energy (73,1 on discussions of the development of
i(

his ideas. Indeed, weak develoPMent in the product,ie a symptom of iiroblems getting

cstartedand 4etting ideas durIng the pocess. So Jay could have .just changed his

way of talking about his problem. But Jay's concern isInot with'weak development;

-
rather, he mentions over ancOover how mudb he worked on develoOient in this eisav

and.how satisfied he is with hiS dgvelOpmeni. It aOpears.that clueing the course,
.

. J.
1,t
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of the semester he has learned how 'to overcome his main problem of geqing stafted

and gettill.400dl)enough'ideas.

In her final conference, Cee, too, focuses on devselopment, with 65% of her

concern placed here,'but the substance of her concern wit(' development is very un-

like Jay's. She is dissatisfied with how her devO.oped ideas and her thesis fit

together. She is also still slightly concerned with her grammar and sentence
;

.4
structure, with 15% of her concern:being placed here, but the focus on thiq con-.

9 cern has decreased drastically from'her first confilrehce.

I next felt that a more detailed analysis of the discourse involving student

concerns could yield additional information 'about the nature of the students'

apparently changing needs. So I continued to develop my analyqls_pcheMe. Jo
I 1

Keroes, my co-investigtor, in on earlier study of the discourse in two of the

conference tapes found that the students frequently took control of the discourse

(I
during the conference. She found that when students took control, their speech

acts met the appropriateness.conditions of Searles's request. She labeled

studpnt requests as invitations and cleaned them as invitati.ons to the teacher

Tor help. She classified the invitations issued by the student to the teacher'

into several categories. When i started to lookmore close4 at the speech-acts

students performed when.expressing their concerns, I found Ihat many expressions

of concern took the form of invitations to tht teaFher. BUt I found that concerns

also took the form of assertions. At times students merely asserted the existence

of the Concern without inviting the teacher to do anything.' 'Frequently, such

Audent assertions occurred in response to a teacher-question--when the Student

did not have control of the discourse and when the student could voice the concern

'but could not invite the teacher to acf upon. it. In your handout on the back of

'the page you will-find a detailed explanation of all of the discourse categories

that student concerns fell into. I liave onlY-begun my finer analysis of how

ON

A
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students express.their concerns. These discourse'categories are preliminary

. Pg. 7

And will certainlyAhave to be refined, revised, probably expanded,'and certain-
N '

ly verified by independent coders.

'For now, to illustrate how such detailed analysis might rove useful in

modeling the learning process, I will describe Triy findingspb ut invitations

1

expressing concerns and will compare them with les earlier f ndings about inyi-
*

tations in generl. In her finer,analysis of thp functions o different student

invitations, Jo found that the,functions of the invitations ehat students issued

varied with' ability level. .In her analysis of the second conference for another

weak and strong student, she found that the stronger studenp issued more invita-

. \

tions about strategy and the weaker student 1ssue4 more inVitations asking for

information. lty findings for the first confqrence for my vieak and 'Strong student

were identical to heks.- It appeark thdt stronger stuaents do not at first,

think that they need information to help them become better writers; rattler they '

first need help with taking the informatida ihat they have and applying it in

the -context df writing a paper so that'the cart produce, a better product. lhe

wdaker student, on the other hand, is not reldy for help with basic strategies

, .

because she or he still feels the need for,basic inforthation7-in these cases
.

... 4 r .

4nformatiOn about the linguistic conventions. My prelimitilary hypothesis is
_

1

that studedts must have what they considerlo be a comforkable level of control

over the linguistic conventions before they can begin toithink about basic strat-
,

ii
A

egies. The stlident wants to know whit to do befoie worrying.about how to do it.
a

.

This,finding parallels Shaughnessy4 Conclusion that weaker students need knbwl-
. ,

edge about the basics; without this knowledge such a student\isnot free to write.
MO 4

But during the final,conferende of the semester, the pattern of seeking in-
.

formation and strategy reverSed itself for slIr two students I studied. Theyeaker

student, approachinthe level of the stfOnger student ae"the beginning of the
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semester, asks for strategies. Paradoxically, the stronger student asks fot in-

formation. He has gained control over the basic Strategies and has no need to,

ask ,about them. So nOw he returns to. ask for more advanced information. He ,does

not'issue invitations about the bastcs;. rather he wants to know\bout the finer

points of style. He invites the teacher to discuss how sentence development reL

lates to the development of ideas. It may be that at some later vage after he
A

has integrated this information, he would again ask about strategiep,but about

advanced strategies for applying more advanced knowledge. If I validate that

these concerns are in fact indicative of student learning, L could hypothesize

that the growth process involiyes a cyclical need for knowledge, and then for a

Istrategy to apply that kntledge to the written pro t if the writer does not

already possess such a strategy, then'for more knowledge and dptionally for more

strategies.

In conclusion, I offer no conclusions.. I have explored one aletbod for lo-

-tating student initiatest concerns and analyzing their linlguistic functions in thP

student-te.acher writing conference. Further, I have posited that these concerns

seem to gfve clues about Elle learning process. This analysis is only a beginning

that I hope will lead 46 a testable model ofIthe learning process and to general-

izations about that process, generalizations that in the end will help us all

. become more effective teacheis.Of writing.

*
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"Students Reveal Their Learninc( Processes"

Decemoer, 1974.4Sarp4 i:aral.Kauee Freedwn
San erancisd-stEte Univicersitv

STUGENT-INSTRUCTOR CONFERENCE

1. What about your writing.do you want to workon fro this course? Get the student'to be as specific as's/he can.

2.. Do you work? Now many hours? How many units? Labs?. Are there any.problems you expect to have,in this toursi that
you think it would be helpful for me to know about ahead of time? Acaaemic or personal problems -tlont,

. -What do you think a good writer needs to know or be able to do in.order to write well?

4. liaw do you feel about writing? likes? Dislikes?-

In the past, what kinds of writing hive you dOne in school? Out of school?

Do sou have time to do any reading outside of school? /f 16, what.do you read? Get names of specific books nd/or
publications.. r

. 2
. Who will read or who has read the papers you write or have written, Once you have completed them? Friends? Family?

If no one does, do you think it would be helpful for you to havelsome6ne else read? If someone does read your work:
why do you have someone read your papers? What, if anything, do you get out of having thei read?

.

Try to describe all the motions you go through when you write a paiver (for class or other) -- from.your first thoughts
about your toptc,wntil it is,comoletely finished. Probe for lets,of details.

How long does it usually take you to wipe a paragraph (from the time you have the topic until you hand It in)? to
write a 3-page essay? 1:f the scuds/it hael't written bdprd, askAot, Lang hi or ohd thinks such uricing ought to eaka,,,

uestionsior Conferences 2 through 4(

1...v..b-rx Aso rImr gursrloms

1. In general, how do you feel about this,papert.

,

2. About how much time did you spend on It from beginning to end? Were you i-ushed when you wrote it, or did you'feel
.ypu had enough time If you had another 24 hours to devote to-this paper, would you do anything else on Lit? If so.
'what?

rnocrss QurSTIOis Prob., but if provious anevere indiaata that tiiit is a on. -drcft job1 don't cak'inoppropr-i4t. ,Nestiono;gat on to other thing..
.

Can you describe the process you went through in writing t51s paper?.

2. When did you first defide on topic? Old you.think much lbout whatyou-wanted to say before actually writing? How,
nuch-timet Where did you do your thinking?

1- Did jou make any notes ahead of i'ime? What were they Him? Old you wr4e an outline of any kind, or did you Just
start writing?

A. Old you write the first drafe'all at one'time or in several.sittitgl? If several sittings, how long between each
one?

S. Were there any times in the process of writing this papa'when.yod felt 'stuck' or frostrated?
6. Sone people, when they write a paper, try to get.down everything they want to say In as good a forts es they can on

_their first draft. Others don't worri about making their first draft neat or perfect: they:Just try to get

way?

some -
th ing out, and then rewrite it. On this paper did you.wrtte either of these two ways, or did.you write some

-other' ,

7. When you were writing or revising, dtd you read you'r writing out loind or did u.subvoCalire? In other words, did
you try.to tar haw your paper 'sounds?

, I. Did you do anything different this time fmon what you usually do when you'writh a paper?'

proporr qursTroms

1. Is there anything aboUt this papertthat you particularly like or dislike?

Z. Did you min into any problems withtthis paper that you haven't mentioned yet?
41.

3. Do you think I'll like this paPer? What do you think I'll like about'it, and what do yOuxnink I might have somo
reservations about?

fps aura to get the student to diacuse that quatity of thd sentences, orvalimaeian, end diTret.opmeAt -- am @AA par-
.

dived it. Gat him or MK (data to taiLk &bout both uhat id in tha papor'crld ;Act ifha auoided including liaccusd '

a/ho fooroei errors or probtimol.
, Did anything witheve covered in olass so far help you as you planned or w rote? Old any of It get In your,way, make
things more difficult for you?

Anything ;Ise you want to.talk about concerntng this paper, or the clail so far, Pefore we go on?

Before wqr go overyour p,aper. can you#SuaTurize the main points you wanted to make in the paper?

I
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IKVIVIT4OnS OW:Meet* It Questipnel

A. pled; euologro Designed to 05 tit positive responee frdm
teatMer aWaut the tompoeitit or etre aspect of the, prooesS.

as just concprned that it .

me oft. . . but I 'thought it ;

liked it so I,did it. But

Example: "A don't knOw. I
Wasn't going to
was fun and.
I was a little concerned that you might. ."

...
'w.,

1.7 .

444 knfOrMalon: Designed to licit. information about
\ part,lcular.w4tingfconcerns such as,Uaing punctuation,

ublect-verb agreenent, and the like.,
--

Example: "'by havinch, by having giveby having given, by
'

having givent somethimg is wrcenq there, 'slay
given'the m it wonderful chocolate candy

,0 4n the'World.'"
.

. .

C. plek strageov: Designed t :licit strategies for knirecting
meChanical prallemse for electinglaateriala for paragraph or
essay developmedt, for m ing the writing task in general
easier and the like.

11 V
Example: "I felt like t toot', me far too much time for wha

Id'vl gat her " 41.
f .

'I i .. ASSERTIONSTYPE I. (not in respon's
O frequently stude

A. Give 'informatior, about knowlete:
about knowle4ge 10pbut mechalolds., to
like.

do. teacher questions,
t\discoveries)

Designed to inform teacher
c sentences, and the

Example; /: "That's developing the int of fu gifts?"
"V:1 Kum."

T. "Okay."
S: ,"Fun gifts becauie I didn'aon th thesis

I didn't write.that children would be exCited
Or happy. I just put tun-gifts can be use.'$ul
as food decorations in cooking. Yeah, I
didn!t I'm being oft the point of my thesis
statement so I shohld take out all the candy
up, all the, up to.the package and put that
as a.separate paragraph and put happiness o5
excitement in my thesis statement and make it
three'paragraphs to develop."

B. Give information about strategy: Designed to inform teacher
about now studen- 1:111 proceed or has proceeded during
writing.

V,

Example: T: "It's really a problem whin you-get a weak.
' thesis, one that just4doesn't allow you muTh
:-toom7 to grow."

S: "I:*think that if I don't feel comfortab],e
'with my thesis statement that I cannot
really write a good essay. ,And my, with
my alligator essay, you can imagine all

, sorts of things. . ."

C144144 thforjetIvi about attitudes: Designed to inform
,

teacher about aetitudes toward Wratingt

Example: "She's a good writer. She develops so. well."

D. Asse-t tc. 4e1f. Refers to student asides, usually uttered
sOftly while reading. essay to teacher.

Example: "That should have beea continued more."

II/. ASSEiRTIONSTYPE II response to teacher questions
but concern-is.still student initiated
in that the question does not demand
particular answer)

IV
about knowpIdoep (aim same as II A)A.

,

Give information

Example: St
T:
S:

"I notice things.norO, the uh little things."
"What kinds of things do'you notice more now?"
"Focus, first. Um, passives, when, when I
shcitld use the passive to keep the focus right"

a. Give inforretion abOut streteqy: (aim same as II S)

Example: T: "So how did you feel about the essay when you-
,. got dons?"

S: "I liked it cells. I tried to pay more attention'
to deitelopment except towa.d the end, you
know..I didn't-leave mYself any tins. ."

:-----

Give ifiNpultign abO4t attitudes: (aim sane'as /I C)
....

7Example:- T: "Why don't you like others .to read your workri,
(pataphiese)

S:t hou4hi thkt they'd diScoVer viler I thtpugh
about my work that it wakt00 Vague or '

4.

.,
;

a

.

x pp,

I.

I.

0.

c.


